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Abstract. In an earlier contribution to this journal, we provided a reconstruction13

of seawater carbonate ion concentration over the last 100 million years (Tyrrell, T. and14

Zeebe, R.E., Geochim. Cosmoch. Acta, 68, 3521-3530, 2004; TZ04 hereafter). Since then,15

multiple new and more robust data sets on past ocean carbonate chemistry, atmospheric16

CO2, and major ion seawater composition have emerged, which prompt new CO2 system17

reconstructions. In addition, we have gained new insight into the effects of past major18

ion seawater composition on equilibrium constants affecting CO2 system calculations19

— most notably due to sulfate. Here we present new reconstructions of past ocean20

carbonate chemistry and atmospheric CO2 based on new data and revised calculations,21

including error analysis. We also provide simple corrections for past equilibrium22

constants, supported by experimental data and well-suited for numerical models and23

observational studies on multi-million year time scales. Our updated result for just the24

seawater carbonate ion concentration (∼2.3 to 4-fold lower 100 Myr ago) is similar to25

TZ04, indicating that our core approach is robust. However, all revised reconstructions26

using new alkenone and boron data now suggest that long-term ocean inventories of27

total dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and total alkalinity (TA) were similar to modern28

over the Cenozoic. This result contrasts strongly with one of TZ04’s scenarios, which29

featured high Paleocene-Eocene DIC/TA inventories and was based on boron-derived30

pH values that have recently been revised. Because the carbonate system has two31

degrees of freedom, consistency checks can be made when three or more parameters are32

determined. Overall, our estimated long-term trends in CO2 system parameters across33

the Cenozoic appear consistent, regardless of whether we combine our carbonate ion34

concentration with alkenone-derived pCO2 or boron-derived pH. Our results suggest35

convergence towards a consistent picture of Cenozoic atmospheric CO2 and seawater36

chemistry. Finally, we identify changes in past seawater sulfate as a conceptual and37

practical problem for seawater pH reconstructions.38
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1 Introduction39

Reconstructing past atmospheric CO2 concentrations and ocean carbonate40

chemistry is critical for understanding carbon cycle-climate feedbacks, climate41

sensitivity, ocean acidification and more (for recent reviews, see Kump et al., 2009;42

Hönisch et al., 2012; Zeebe, 2012a; Rohling et al., 2012). Tyrrell and Zeebe (2004)43

(TZ04) reconstructed the ocean’s carbonate ion concentration ([CO2−
3 ]) based on a44

simple but effective idea using the CaCO3 saturation state (Ω) of seawater:45

Ω =
[Ca2+] [CO2−

3 ]

K ∗sp
, (1)

where [Ca2+] is the dissolved calcium concentration and K ∗sp is the solubility product of46

calcite or aragonite; square brackets denote stoichiometric concentrations. Briefly, given47

information on past [Ca2+], K ∗sp, and Ω, Eq. (1) can be solved for [CO2−
3 ] — an approach48

that has been widely cited and applied since (e.g., Locklair and Lerman, 2005; Pearson49

et al., 2009; Seki et al., 2010; Bartoli et al., 2011; Gillis and Coogan, 2011; Raven and50

Crawfurd, 2012; Boudreau and Luo, 2017; Sosdian et al., 2018). Prior to TZ04, attempts51

to reconstruct surface ocean carbonate chemistry considered calcite saturation as well52

but usually assumed constant seawater [Ca2+] in the past (e.g. Sundquist, 1986; Caldeira53

and Berner, 1999; Sundquist, 1999). TZ04 also pointed out that corrections for past54

equilibrium constants due to changes in major ion seawater composition are warranted,55

which has subsequently been considered in other applications, including numerical56

models (e.g., Zeebe et al., 2009; Ridgwell and Schmidt, 2010; Zeebe, 2012b).57

Combining [CO2−
3 ] with a second carbonate chemistry parameter allows full CO258

system reconstructions as two parameters are required to determine the system (plus59

temperature and salinity estimates) (e.g., Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001). As the second60

parameter, TZ04 used GEOCARB pCO2 (Berner and Kothavala, 2001) and a single61

δ11B-based pH record available at the time (Pearson and Palmer, 2000), the latter of62

which has recently been revised (Anagnostou et al., 2016). Since then, multiple new and63
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more robust data sets on past ocean carbonate chemistry, atmospheric CO2, and major64

ion seawater composition have been published. This has prompted us to perform new65

CO2 system reconstructions over the last 100 Myr, including error analysis. We also66

provide simple, updated corrections for past equilibrium constants that are supported by67

experimental data and can easily be used in numerical models and observational studies68

on multi-million year time scales.69

2 Past Major Ion Seawater Composition70

As in TZ04, we use fluid inclusion data in this study to estimate past changes in71

major ion composition (Fig. 1a) (Horita et al., 2002; Lowenstein et al., 2003; Timofeeff72

et al., 2006; Brennan et al., 2013). While such estimates come with uncertainties (see73

original references for details), the general trends are consistent with other independent74

evidence for the seawater Mg/Ca ratio (Fig. 1b) such as the chemical compositions of75

calcifier fossils, inorganic calcite veins, etc. (see e.g., Stanley and Hardie, 1998; Dickson,76

2002; Montañez, 2002; Tyrrell and Zeebe, 2004; Coggon et al., 2010; Evans and Müller,77

2012; Rausch et al., 2013; Gothmann et al., 2015, and references therein). Our standard78

error envelopes (Fig. 1) assume zero errors at present (known modern values) and79

gradually increasing errors in the past. Note that given the long residence times of Ca2+80

and Mg2+, rapid swings that could be inferred from some of the data in Fig. 1a and b are81

implausible. For uncertainties in fluid inclusion reconstructions resulting from the value82

used for the product of [Ca2+] × [SO2−
4 ], see Section 5.3.2. Recent efforts to reconstruct83

seawater [Ca2+] based on foraminiferal Na/Ca ratios also yield trends broadly consistent84

with those from fluid inclusions (Hauzer et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018).85

Past major ion changes (Fig. 1) have important implications for our reconstructions.86

First, given Eq. (1), one key consequence of higher [Ca2+] in the past (Fig. 1) is that [CO2−
3 ]87

must have been lower (everything else being equal). It turns out that this overriding88
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Figure 1.: (a) Past changes in [Ca2+], [Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ] based on fluid inclusion data. Diamonds: Horita et al. (2002), triangles:

Lowenstein et al. (2003), circles: Timofeeff et al. (2006), squares: Brennan et al. (2013). These studies assumed constant, modern

[Ca2+] × [SO2−
4 ] over time to derive [Ca2+] and [SO2−

4 ] as shown, to which our estimated standard error envelopes apply (shaded

areas). For errors from different [Ca2+] × [SO2−
4 ] values, see Section 5.3.2. Concentrations were converted from mmol kg−1-H2O to

mmol kg−1-solution using S = 35. Solid lines are exponential fits (standard fits hereafter) to obtain differentiable (smooth) curves

over 100 Myr (see text). (b) Independent estimates of past seawater Mg/Ca ratios from echinoderms (Dickson, 2002), CaCO3 veins

(Coggon et al., 2010; Rausch et al., 2013), and fossil corals (Gothmann et al., 2015). The purple line and envelope show seawater

Mg/Ca and propagated errors from fit to fluid inclusions in (a). Standard envelopes assume zero errors at present (known modern

values) and gradually increasing errors in the past. Given the long residence times of Ca2+ and Mg2+, rapid swings that might be

inferred from some of the data in (a) and (b) are implausible.

consideration dominates despite past changes in Ω and K ∗sp (see Sections 4 and 5). The89

two- to three-fold decline in [Ca2+] over the past 100 Ma forced a compensating large90

increase in [CO2−
3 ]. Second, chemical equilibrium constants (K ∗’s) used to calculate91
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ocean carbonate chemistry depend on the major constituents of seawater, which have92

varied in the past. Hence K ∗’s require corrections over time, which we provide below93

(see Section 3).94

Exponential functions were fit over 100 Myr to the estimated concentrations from95

fluid inclusions for [Ca2+], [Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ]; x j ’s for short, where j = 1, 2, 3 (see Fig. 1a,96

Table 1):97

x (t ) = (x′ − x′′) e−(t−t1)/τ + x′′ , (2)

where x′, x′′, t1, and τ are constants (see Table 1). Note that there is no mechanistic98

reason for an exponential fit. In fact, between 37 and 100 Ma, the fit is unconstrained99

and one could select a linear fit as the parsimonious model. We only use exponentials100

here to obtain differentiable (smooth) curves over 100 Myr. Below, we will discuss flux101

estimates based on derivatives, which would produce artificial flux spikes for non-smooth102

curves.103

Table 1.: Fit parameters for Eq. (2).

x′ x′′ t1 τ

Ca2+ a 10.280 19.000 0 40.000
Ca2+ b 15.542 11.478 37 −47.011
Mg2+ c 52.820 35.000 0 12.000
SO2−

4
c 28.240 11.000 0 32.000

at = [0 37]; bt = [37 100]; c t = [0 100] Ma.

One critical requirement for past reconstructions of seawater chemistry is that104

charge balance must be maintained. That is, the sum of all positive charges must equal105

the sum of all negative charges at all times. It turns out that the estimated changes in x j ’s106

alone (standard fits, Fig. 1a) would produce a charge imbalance of up to +30 mmol kg−1107

in the past (the [SO2−
4 ] decline remains essentially unbalanced), although the magnitude108

of the imbalance depends on the product of [Ca2+]× [SO2−
4 ] assumed in the fluid inclusion109
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Figure 2.: (a) Past seawater [Na+] derived from fits to fluid inclusion data (Fig. 1a) and charge balance (see text). The envelope

represents standard errors propagated from Fig. 1a. Dashed lines estimate errors due to different [Ca2+] × [SO2−
4 ] values by doubling

the standard errors for [Ca2+] and [SO2−
4 ], see Section 5.3.2. (b) Inferred Na+ influx based on Eq. (3). Note that the steady-state flux

(ϕeq ) corresponds to time teq where [Na+] is at maximum (d[Na+]/dt = 0), not to t = 0. The ratio ϕ/ϕeq = 1 occurs at teq , which

varies for each scenario (arrows) and in turn give different flux estimates at t = 0.

studies, see Section 5.3.2. If correct, the imbalance is significant and was unlikely110

compensated for by minor constituents. Rather, other major ions would have to make111

up for the imbalance such as Cl−, Na+, and K+. Cl− has a very long residence time and112

[K+] probably changed very little over the Phanerozoic (Horita et al., 2002). This leaves113

changes in [Na+] to maintain charge balance. In fact, this assumption has been made to114

reconstruct [Na+] in the past (e.g., Timofeeff et al., 2006; Brennan et al., 2013). If the115

same assumption is made here, it would lead to ∼30 mmol kg−1 lower [Na+] at 100 Ma116

for the standard scenario (Fig. 2). Do such changes in Na+ inventory and flux appear117

feasible, given sodium’s residence time in the ocean?118

The change in Na+ influx (ϕ) required to produce the estimated past change in the119

ocean’s [Na+] inventory (Fig. 2) may be estimated from:120

dMNa+

dt
= ϕ − (1/τNa+ ) ·MNa+ , (3)
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where MNa+ is the Na+ inventory and τNa+ is the residence time of Na+. Given MNa+ over121

time (Fig. 2), its derivative can be calculated. Using τNa+ ≃ 50 Myr (Berner and Berner,122

2012; Lécuyer, 2016), Eq. (3) can then be solved for ϕ. As a result, the Na+ influx would123

have to change by less than ∼20% over the past 100 Myr to explain the seawater Na+124

concentrations as implied by fluid inclusions (Fig. 2). However, note that these estimates125

have large uncertainties beyond those suggested by the error envelopes, including126

intrinsic errors in individual fluid inclusion reconstructions (e.g., Section 5.3.2),127

assumptions about constant [Cl−] and [K+], Na+ residence time, neglecting changes128

in minor constituents, etc. Note also that it is not clear what would have caused the129

relatively rapid decrease in Na+ flux over the past 10-15 Myr (Fig. 2). Finally, changes in130

[Na+] of the indicated magnitude have a small effect on our overall results. For example,131

calculated sensitivity parameters for past K ∗ corrections (see Section 3.2) show modest132

changes with [Na+] (Tables 2 and D1) and our carbonate chemistry reconstructions are133

not overly sensitive to changes in K ∗’s (see Section 5.3).134

2.1 Artificial paleo-seawater135

Regardless of uncertainties in past major ion changes, it may be desirable to136

prepare artificial seawater with major ion composition different from modern, e.g., for137

geochemical or biological purposes (e.g., Mucci and Morse, 1984; Ries, 2004; Haynes138

et al., 2017; Zeebe and Tyrrell, 2018). If such artificial seawater were to resemble major139

ion changes as discussed here, including [Ca2+], [Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ], one option is to140

vary the salt concentrations of NaCl, CaCl2, MgCl2, and Na2SO4. However, note that141

this is only one option and does not necessarily reflect actual paleo-seawater changes.142

If the goal is, for instance, to maintain charge balance by adjusting [Na+] at constant143

[Cl−], then mole-by-mole differences in salt additions/reductions (∆’s) may be obtained144

from ∆NaCl = n∆MA2, where M = Ca or Mg, A = Cl, and n = −2. That is, for example,145

a rise in [Ca2+] by x (in appropriate units) is compensated for by a 2x -drop in [Na+].146
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Changes in [SO2−
4 ] may be achieved by simply adjusting the amount of Na2SO4 added.147

If the goal is to maintain constant ionic strength (I ) by adjusting NaCl, then n = −3 for148

the above recipe; furthermore ∆NaCl = n∆Na2SO4. The factor 3 arises from the fact149

that the ions of the salt with one doubly charged ion (say MA2 or Na2SO4) contribute150

3 units to ∆I =
∑
z 2i xi/2 = (22x + 12 · 2x )/2 = 3x , whereas NaCl contributes only one151

unit: (12x + 12x )/2 = 1x . For this constant ionic strength scenario, of course both total152

[Na+] and [Cl−] change, with their net change being given by the sum of the individual153

additions/reductions of the salts that contain them. For example, raising [SO2−
4 ] by154

x via Na2SO4 addition requires NaCl reduction by 3x , hence a net [Na+] change by155

2x − 3x = −x . The charge balance and constant ionic strength scenarios appear relevant156

to a variety of problems and have been applied in chemical and physiological studies.157

Indeed, charge and ionic strength are likely critical for a variety of geochemical and158

biological processes given their nature of ionic interactions, rather than, for instance,159

total salt content (mass). We will therefore provide corrections for stoichiometric160

equilibrium constants for the charge balance and constant ionic strength scenarios below161

(Section 3.2, Appendix D).162

3 Effects of [Ca2+], [Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ] on Stoichiometric163

Equilibrium Constants164

As detailed in Section 2, there is compelling evidence for large changes in major165

ion seawater composition over the last 100 Myr. Among the major ions, changes in166

[Ca2+], [Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ] are most critical for our carbonate chemistry reconstructions167

through their effect on [CO2−
3 ] (for [Ca2+], see Eq. (1)) and stoichiometric equilibrium168

constants. The concentrations of Na+, Cl−, and K+ appear to have varied only slightly169

over the last 100 Myr (see Section 2). In Appendix B, we examine the effects of changes170

in [Ca2+], [Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ] on the dissociation constants of carbonic acid (K ∗1 and171
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K ∗2 ) and calcite solubility (K ∗spc). We restrict our discussion to these constants for three172

reasons. First, K ∗1 , K
∗
2 , and K

∗
spc are by far the most important constants entering our173

calculations. Second, the effect of changes in the remaining constants (e.g., K0, Kw , . . .)174

are dwarfed by uncertainties in other parameters, including the reconstruction of the175

major ion seawater composition itself. Third, it turns out that our results are not overly176

sensitive to changes in K ∗’s (see Section 5.3).177

We compare all inferred major effects of [Ca2+], [Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ] on K ∗1 , K

∗
2 ,178

and K ∗spc to actual experimental data when deriving our K ∗ corrections. Reviewing the179

experimental data requires some work (Appendix B) but provides the only rigorous180

check on chemical seawater models (see note below). Given the various uncertainties181

and limited available experimental data, we focus on data at 25◦C to derive corrections182

for the K ∗’s.183

In this paper, we denote thermodynamic and stoichiometric constants by K and K ∗,184

respectively. Curly and square brackets denote activities (also ai ’s) and stoichiometric185

concentrations, respectively. The equilibrium constants for the dissociation of carbonic186

acid and calcite solubility may be written as:187

K1 =
{HCO−3 }{H

+}
{CO2} aH2O

; K ∗1 =
[HCO−3 ][H

+]

[CO2]
(4)

K2 =
{CO2−

3 }{H
+}

{HCO−3 }
; K ∗2 =

[CO2−
3 ][H+]

[HCO−3 ]
(5)

Kspc = {Ca2+}sat{CO2−
3 }sat ; K ∗spc = [Ca2+]sat[CO2−

3 ]sat , (6)

where ‘sat’ signifies saturation; for aH2O, see Appendix A. Introducing the total activity188

coefficient γi of species i , with {i } = γi [i ], we can express the stoichiometric constants189

by total activity coefficients and thermodynamic K ’s, which are constants at given190
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temperature and pressure (i.e., do not depend on salinity, composition, etc.):191

K ∗1 = K1
γCO2

γHCO−3
γH+

aH2O (7)

K ∗2 = K2

γHCO−3

γCO2−
3
γH+

(8)

K ∗spc = Kspc
1

γCa2+γCO2−
3

; (9)

for γCO2 , see Appendix A. The above relationships are useful when illustrating the192

effects of different major ion concentrations on stoichiometric equilibrium constants193

(Appendix B). Furthermore, for the free activity coefficient we have {i } = γFi [i ]F , and194

hence γi/γ
F
i = [i ]F /[i ], where [i ] is the total concentration (free + complexed). Note that195

the K ’s and K ∗’s in Eqs. (7)-(9) should be expressed in the same units. For example, K ’s196

and K ∗’s are often reported in units of mol kg−1-H2O (molality, concentration symbol mi )197

or mol kg−1-solution (molamity, see Ramette, 2004), respectively. The conversion factor198

from molality to molamity at standard seawater composition is w2s ≃ 1− (0.001005×S ),199

where S is salinity (e.g., Millero, 1995).200

3.1 Note on chemical models for seawater201

For the present study, Millero and Schreiber’s (1982) chemical model for seawater202

(MS82 hereafter) turned out to be helpful (see Appendix B). The model is based on the203

idea of ion pairing and builds on the work of Garrels and Thompson (1962) and others.204

However, we emphasize that we do not advocate here the universal use of ion-pairing205

models over, say, Pitzer models (though cf. Zeebe and Tyrrell, 2018) or other theoretical206

approaches and do not argue for or against the theoretical basis of one particular model207

(cf. May and Rowland, 2017). In this context, it is noteworthy that Pitzer models for208

seawater actually include explicit ion pairing for some dissolved species and that more209

recent work on ion pairing in the carbonic acid system (e.g. Stefánsson et al., 2013, 2014,210

2017) is largely consistent with earlier work that formed the basis for various parameters211
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Figure 3.: Changes in K ∗ ratios relative to modern (rK ∗ = K ∗/K ∗m) predicted by the ion-paring model (IPM) based on Millero and

Schreiber (1982). Results are for standard seawater composition, except for changes in [Ca2+], [Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ] as shown and

in [Na+] to maintain charge balance. Calculations also include changes in I , which affects free γ’s of ions, γCO2
, aH2O, etc. (see

Appendix A).

used in Millero and Schreiber (1982).212

Nevertheless, chemical models for seawater still have large uncertainties and the213

data on which they are based are in some cases insufficient, inconsistent, or lacking214

altogether (discussed in Appendix B). To improve the situation for studies such as the215

present one, we advocate the experimental determination of stoichiometric equilibrium216

constants for the particular major ion compositions of past oceans, i.e., at minimum217

including variations of the concentrations of Ca2+, Mg2+, and SO2−
4 over relevant218

ranges (e.g., Horita et al., 2002). The currently available data for K ∗1 , K
∗
2 , and K

∗
spc are219

examined in Appendix B.220

3.2 Summary: Equilibrium constants221

As described in Appendix B, the trends expected from Eqs. (7)-(9) for the effects222

of calcium, magnesium, and sulfate on stoichiometric equilibrium constants and activity223

coefficients are consistent with data from various laboratory measurements. Also, for the224

present purpose, the trends predicted by the ion-pairing model (IPM, based on Millero225

and Schreiber, 1982) are sufficiently close to the observed trends (Figs. B.1-B.3, B.5).226

Importantly, absolute values predicted by the IPM are secondary for our approach. As227
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in Tyrrell and Zeebe (2004), we use established standard stoichiometric K ∗’s below228

(experimentally determined using modern seawater media as standard states) and only229

apply relative changes to K ∗’s as functions of [Ca2+], [Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ] (x j ’s for short,230

where j = 1, 2, 3). In the following, we will use the IPM trends to correct K ∗’s for past231

changes in seawater composition. Our calculations also include changes in [Na+] and I ,232

which affects free activity coefficients of ionic species, γCO2
, aH2O, etc. (see Appendix A).233

For relevant ranges of x j changes in the past (see Section 2), the relative changes in234

K ∗’s (or K ∗ ratios) predicted by the IPM are virtually linear when x j ’s vary individually235

(Fig. 3). Even when x j ’s vary simultaneously, K ∗ ratios remain very close to linear (see236

Appendix C), allowing a simple linear parameterization to a very good approximation237

(Ben-Yaakov and Goldhaber, 1973; Tyrrell and Zeebe, 2004), although with new238

sensitivity parameters si j :239

K ∗i /K
∗
i,m = 1 +

3∑
j=1

si j (x j /x j,m − 1) (10)

where m = modern, i = 1, 2, s pc , and x j refers to [Ca2+], [Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ]. The si j240

were obtained from linear fits to the IPM results shown in Fig. 3 for maintaining charge241

balance via [Na+] adjustment (see Table 2). Parameters for constant ionic strength242

are given in Appendix D. The computational effort for our approach is minimal and243

well-suited for easy K ∗-corrections in numerical models as well as observational studies,244

at an accuracy appropriate for seawater carbonate chemistry and CO2 reconstructions245

on multi-million year time scales.246

Given past changes in major ion composition (Fig. 1a) and the effects of [Ca2+],247

[Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ] on K ∗’s as estimated above (Fig. 3), corrections for past stoichiometric248

equilibrium constants can then be calculated (Eq. (10), Fig. 4). These K ∗ ratios will be249

used below to calculate carbonate chemistry parameters over time.250
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Figure 4.: Past changes in K ∗’s (or K ∗ ratios, Eq. (10)) estimated from reconstructed changes in [Ca2+], [Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ] (Fig. 1a)

and effects on K ∗’s (Fig. 3). [Na+] was adjusted to maintain charge balance.

Table 2.: Sensitivity parameters si j × 103 (dimensionless) for Eq. (10) with [Na+] adjustment to maintain charge balance.

K ∗1 K ∗2 K ∗spc

Ca2+ 5 157 185
Mg2+ 17 420 518
SO2−

4 208 176 106

4 Long-term Trends in Ocean Carbonate Chemistry over the last251

100 Myr252

From the history of [Ca2+] (Fig. 1a) and seawater calcite saturation state (Tyrrell and253

Zeebe, 2004), we estimate the long-term evolution of surface [CO2−
3 ] over the last 100 Myr254

(Fig. 5a). It turns out that our new surface [CO2−
3 ] is very similar to that published255

14 years ago (Tyrrell and Zeebe, 2004), except being slightly higher at 100 Ma. The256

reason for the similarity is that changes due to updates in equilibrium constants (raising257

past [CO2−
3 ]) are partly compensated for by higher reconstructed [Ca2+] (lowering past258
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[CO2−
3 ]). Combining [CO2−

3 ] with one other carbonate chemistry parameter (plus T ,S259

estimates) allows computation of the remaining carbonate chemistry parameters.260

We emphasize that our reconstructions based on [CO2−
3 ] are inherently long-term261

trend estimates over ≳ 10-Myr intervals. We do not resolve events and aberrations such262

as the MECO, the hyperthermals (PETM, ELMO, . . .), etc. Likewise, changes in trends263

on time scales ≲ 10 Myr are not resolved, including those during the early Paleogene,264

which warrant a more detailed analysis (e.g., Komar et al., 2013). One exception is265

the Middle Miocene Climatic Optimum (MMCO, ∼17-15 Ma), which we briefly discuss266

below in the context of boron isotope data.267

4.1 Long-term trends from [CO2−
3 ] and atmospheric CO2268

In this section we use independent pCO2 estimates either from GEOCARB269

modeling or from alkenones as the second parameter (Fig. 5). Estimates for T and270

S used for the GEOCARB scenario were unchanged from Tyrrell and Zeebe (2004),271

while T information for the alkenone scenario were directly taken from each of the272

published alkenone data sets without smoothing; S was assumed constant (cf. also273

www.p-co2.org and Rae (2018)). The modern surface [CO2−
3 ] was set to 200 µmol kg−1274

for the GEOCARB scenario, corresponding to preindustrial values of pCO2 = 280 µatm275

and pH = 8.18 on the total scale (Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001) at a global mean sea276

surface temperature of T ≃ 15◦C. For the alkenone scenario, modern surface [CO2−
3 ]277

was set to 250 µmol kg−1, more representative for modern sea surface temperatures278

of T ≳ 20◦C at the latitudinal site distribution of the alkenone studies included here279

(Fig. 5a).280

Using our [CO2−
3 ] and the pCO2 reconstructions, surface ocean DIC (total dissolved281

inorganic carbon), TA (total alkalinity), and pH can be calculated (Fig. 5). At present,282

no independent reliable proxies exist for DIC and TA. However, we can use surface283

ocean pH estimates from stable boron isotope records (δ11B) as an independent check284

www.p-co2.org
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Figure 5.: Estimates of carbonate chemistry parameters from (a) surface ocean [CO2−
3 ] (this study & TZ04) and (b) pCO2.

Independent pCO2 estimates are from GEOCARB-III and GEOCARBSULF (dashed) (Berner and Kothavala, 2001; Berner, 2006,

2008) and alkenones (e.g., Pagani et al., 2005; Pagani et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2013; Super et al., 2018). Bars: ranges from mineral-

phase equilibria (Nahcolite/Trona) (Lowenstein, 2006). The GEOCARB and alkenone scenarios use [CO2−
3 ] corresponding to global

modern mean T ≃ 15◦C and T ≳ 20◦C (see (a)). The results for pH (blue line, olive diamonds in (e)) may be compared to

independent boron-based pH estimates (see legend) (e.g., Anagnostou et al., 2016; Pearson et al., 2009; Foster et al., 2012; Sosdian

et al., 2018; Martínez-Botí et al., 2015; Bartoli et al., 2011; Seki et al., 2010), cf. also www.p-co2.org and Rae (2018). Our results are

available at www.soest.hawaii.edu/oceanography/faculty/zeebe_files/ZT19.html.

on the [CO2−
3 ]+pCO2 combination (Fig. 5e). Again, note that the GEOCARB time step285

is of order 10 Myr and hence does not resolve events (MECO, PETM, ELMO, etc.) and286

changes in trends ≲ 10 Myr, say, during the early Paleogene (e.g., Komar et al., 2013).287

www.p-co2.org
www.soest.hawaii.edu/oceanography/faculty/zeebe_files/ZT19.html
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Overall, the trends in CO2 system parameters across the Cenozoic appear consistent.288

For example, consistency for pH may be quantified by calculating the difference (∆pH)289

between pH values derived from the [CO2−
3 ]+alkenone pCO2 combination vs. pH values290

derived from boron (Fig. 5e). Using a series of 1-Myr bins in which the two data sets291

overlap (N = 16), the average absolute ∆pH over the last 45 Myr is ∼0.07 pH units (much292

larger, i.e., ∼0.12 pH units if we assumed constant, modern [CO2−
3 ]). For comparison,293

the reported errors on boron-based pH for records younger than ∼20 Ma, are typically294

0.02-0.07 units (Martínez-Botí et al., 2015; Bartoli et al., 2011; Seki et al., 2010) and295

0.05-0.07 units for the Eocene records (Anagnostou et al., 2016; Pearson et al., 2009)296

but can be larger if uncertainties in seawater δ11B are fully propagated. Importantly,297

however, ∆pH can be caused not only by errors but also by natural short-term and/or298

spatial environmental variability, e.g., when combination-pH and/or boron-pH values are299

not from exactly the same times or cores. To illustrate this point, we have also calculated300

the average standard deviation (σ) of independent boron-pH values in the same 1-Myr301

bin, for bins containing more than one value (N = 12), which yields σ ≃ 0.04 pH units.302

Pagani et al. (2011) and Zhang et al. (2013) both reported one rather high303

alkenone-pCO2 value >2,500 µatm at ∼36 Ma (Fig. 5b) from the same core interval at304

ODP Site 925, only Zhang et al. used a different age model and parameters to calculate305

pCO2. Hence, only one value should be displayed in compilations, not both. The reason306

for the unusually high value remains unclear but is unlikely to be a measurement error.307

When comparing CO2 system parameters, one needs to be careful in selecting truly308

independent variables to avoid circularity. For example, the pCO2 obtained from δ11B309

records is a derived variable because it is based on pH, which requires one additional310

parameter and is therefore not an independent quantity in the context of carbonate311

chemistry. In fact, most boron-based studies make assumptions about past DIC, TA,312

or [CO2−
3 ] to derive pCO2. Hence if one were to use δ11B-derived pCO2 as the second313
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parameter, one would essentially recover DIC, TA, or [CO2−
3 ] values as assumed in the314

first place, which is circular. However, we may use our [CO2−
3 ] plus δ11B-pH to derive315

pCO2 and compare our results to other pCO2 estimates (Section 4.2).316

4.2 Long-term trends from [CO2−
3 ] and pH317

In this section we use our [CO2−
3 ] together with independent pH estimates from318

δ11B records as the second parameter (Fig. 6). Temperature estimates for the pH319

scenarios were taken from the published δ11B data sets. For the pH scenario, modern320

surface [CO2−
3 ] was set to 280 µmol kg−1, more representative for modern sea surface321

temperatures ofT ≳ 25◦C at the latitudinal site distribution of the boron studies included322

here (Fig. 6a). As explained in Section 3, compared to the effects of seawater composition323

on K ∗1 , K
∗
2 , K

∗
sp, and various other uncertainties, effects of changes in the boric acid324

dissociation constant K ∗B are small. Moreover, for our parameter combinations, K ∗B only325

affects TA estimates. For instance, changing K ∗B by 20%, yields ∆TA ≃ 10 µmol kg−1.326

The Cenozoic long-term evolution of boron-derived pH appears consistent with pH327

from our [CO2−
3 ] and GEOCARB pCO2 (dashed line, Fig. 6b), although boron-pH is328

generally lower in the past, particularly during intervals such as the Middle Miocene329

Climatic Optimum (MMCO, ∼17-15 Ma) and the Eocene-Oligocene Transition (EOT),330

which are not resolved in GEOCARB. Correspondingly, pCO2 derived from our [CO2−
3 ]331

and δ11B-pH is generally higher than the GEOCARB estimates (Fig. 6e).332

However, note that our reconstructions for intervals such as the MMCO should be333

taken with caution because they combine one inherent long-term (our [CO2−
3 ]) and one334

short-term parameter (boron-pH) during relatively fast Earth system changes. Short-term335

variations in [CO2−
3 ] during the MMCO are of course possible, if not likely, and because336

they are not resolved, bias our reconstructions (potentially overestimating pCO2 for337

the low-pH data). Also note that Sosdian et al. (2018) provided various additional338

pH scenarios for ODP Site 761 (cf. Foster et al., 2012). Thus we have included one339
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Figure 6.: Estimates of carbonate chemistry parameters from (a) surface ocean [CO2−
3 ] (this study) and (b) independent pH

estimates from boron-based studies (symbols, cf. also www.p-co2.org and Rae (2018)). The pH scenarios use surface [CO2−
3 ]

corresponding to T ≳ 25◦C (see (a)). In (e), GEOCARB-SV: GEOCARBSULF model including volcanic rock weathering. For

references, see Fig. 5. Dashed line in (b) shows pH from our [CO2−
3 ] and GEOCARB-pCO2 for comparison. Our results are available

at www.soest.hawaii.edu/oceanography/faculty/zeebe_files/ZT19.html.

“high-pH” MMCO scenario (Foster et al., 2012) and one of the “low-pH” scenario,340

labeled “Sosdian18 L02” (Figs. 5e and 6b), which uses Lemarchand et al. (2002)’s341

seawater δ11B (Sosdian et al., 2018).342

www.p-co2.org
www.soest.hawaii.edu/oceanography/faculty/zeebe_files/ZT19.html
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5 Discussion343

5.1 Past DIC and TA inventories344

Our reconstructions suggest that long-term DIC and TA were similar to modern345

values across the past 100 Myr, regardless of whether pCO2 or pH is used as the second346

parameter with our [CO2−
3 ] (Figs. 5 and 6). This may appear surprising, given that347

Cenozoic pCO2 was mostly higher than modern, which, everything else being the same,348

would suggest elevated DIC (see Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001). However, the relatively349

low DIC despite high pCO2 is a direct consequence of higher [Ca2+] in the past, which350

leads to lower [CO2−
3 ], given moderate changes in carbonate saturation (Fig. 5a). Briefly,351

the effect of elevated past CO2 levels on DIC was largely compensated for by lower352

[CO2−
3 ].353

5.2 CCD records354

As discussed in detail in TZ04, records of the calcite compensation depth (CCD)355

indicate that the ocean’s calcite saturation state (Ω) has not varied dramatically over356

the past 100 Myr. Nevertheless, to account for changes in whole-ocean saturation, TZ04357

used a smoothed global CCD curve (Fig. 7), which should reflect changes in Ω. In turn,358

changes in Ω affect [CO2−
3 ] via Eq. (1) (see Appendix E), but to what extent? The effect359

of CCD changes on our calculated [CO2−
3 ] may be illustrated by replacing the global360

CCD curve by reconstructions for the equatorial Pacific CCD (Pälike et al., 2012). This361

test merely serves as an illustration; we emphasize that the equatorial Pacific CCD is362

not a substitute for the global CCD. Nevertheless, the effect is small (Fig. 7), suggesting363

that our [CO2−
3 ] reconstruction is insensitive to details of Ω/CCD changes across the364

Cenozoic.365
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Figure 7.: Effect of (a) calcite compensation depth (CCD) on (b) [CO2−
3 ] via saturation state Ω (see text). Default calculations use
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3 ] proxy is inherently long-term (see text), a smoothed curve (thick red line in (a)) was used. To allow

comparison with the global CCD record (blue curve in (a)), the red curve was set constant between 50 and 100 Ma.

5.3 Error propagation366

Uncertainties in our reconstructions may be evaluated by assigning errors to367

important parameters and propagating those through the calculations. Important368

parameters that affect our results include changes in temperature (T ), salinity (S ),369

major ion concentrations, sensitivity parameters for K ∗ corrections (si j ), and the ocean’s370

calcite saturation state (Ω), as inferred from CCD changes. Additional parameters enter371

the calculations but not all are critical. For instance, the total boron concentration in372

seawater makes no difference for pH, when calculated from [CO2−
3 ] and [CO2], although373

it does affect TA (Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001). In the following, we focus on the374

parameters listed above, which are most critical for our reconstructed pH and pCO2.375

Importantly, our error propagation provides uncertainty estimates for our results based376

on given, assigned parameter errors. The assigned errors themselves are somewhat377

arbitrary and mostly chosen rather generously. For example, an assigned maximum378
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temperature error of ±5 K at 100 Ma (see below) is most likely at the upper end of379

realistic values. Hence our emphasis is on providing what-if scenarios, rather than380

precise parameter errors.381

5.3.1 Individual error propagation382

To illustrate the effect of uncertainties in individual parameters on our results, in383

this section we propagate errors separately for two scenarios. First, we calculate pH from384

our [CO2−
3 ] (including errors) and GEOCARB pCO2 (Fig. 8, middle column). Second,385

we calculate pCO2 from our [CO2−
3 ] (including errors) and the standard pH result of the386

first (GEOCARB) scenario (Fig. 8, right column). This allows for easy inspection of387

pH and pCO2 uncertainties for related scenarios. The emphasis here is on estimating388

maximum uncertainties from individual parameters and will involve some non-standard389

assumptions about errors.390

Errors in T , S , and CCD were assumed to grow linearly with time in the past so391

that the maximum error was assigned at 100 Ma (variables with subscript label ‘100’ in392

Fig. 8). T and S affect the various equilibrium constants, with an opposite net effect on393

our calculated pCO2. Hence we combined an increase in T with a drop in S and vice394

versa (Fig. 8, 1st row). The major ion concentrations ([Ca2+], [Mg2+], [SO2−
4 ]) were varied395

within their estimated standard error envelopes (see Fig. 1a); for uncertainties resulting396

from the value used for [Ca2+] × [SO2−
4 ], see Section 5.3.2. Sensitivity parameters397

for K ∗ corrections (si j ) were assigned a constant error of ±100%, while Ω was varied398

corresponding to an assigned maximum CCD error of ±1 km at 100 Ma.399

The propagated uncertainty for [CO2−
3 ] and pH is moderate; for pCO2 it is more400

significant (ca. ±300 µatm). However, note that the assigned maximum parameter401

errors at 100 Ma of T ± 5 K and S ∓ 3 are rather large. Varying [Ca2+], [Mg2+], and402

[SO2−
4 ] within their estimated error envelopes (Fig. 1a) has a small effect on [CO2−

3 ] and403

pH, and a slightly larger impact on pCO2, ca. ±250 µatm (Fig. 8, 2nd row). Large404
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Figure 8.: Individual error propagation of critical parameters for [CO2−
3 ] (column 1), pH (column 2), and pCO2 (column 3)

reconstructions. Dark blue: standard scenarios, light blue: upper and lower uncertainty bounds for assigned parameter errors (see

text for details). Red dashed line (3rd row): γF
CO2−

3

in IPM changed from 0.2 (default) to 0.3 (cf. Section B.1).

changes in sensitivity parameters si j for K ∗ corrections by ±100% (factor 0 and 2) only405

have a moderate effect throughout (Fig. 8, 3rd row). As a result, using no corrections406

at all (0 × si j means modern K ∗’s) would result in pCO2 values ∼250 µatm too low at407

100 Ma for the example shown (and ∼100 µatm too low at 50 Ma). Changing γF
CO2−

3
from408

0.2 (default) to 0.3 in the IPM has virtually no effect on the results (cf. Section B.1).409

Variations in Ω (via CCD) have a noticeable effect on [CO2−
3 ] and pCO2 (ca. ±300 µatm410

at 100 Ma), although the assigned maximum CCD error of ±1 km at 100 Ma is probably411
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quite large (Fig. 8, 4th row).412

5.3.2 Errors from assumed [Ca2+] × [SO2−
4 ] value413

The standard values for [Ca2+] and [SO2−
4 ] vs. time compiled in Fig. 1a were derived414

by the fluid inclusion studies assuming constant, modern [Ca2+] × [SO2−
4 ] in the past.415

Additional Ca2+ and SO2−
4 concentrations were provided by these studies for different416

values of [Ca2+] × [SO2−
4 ]. For example, using 1.0, 0.5, and 1.5 times the modern417

[Ca2+] × [SO2−
4 ] value results in [Ca2+] and [SO2−

4 ] of 16+4−5 and 19+4−5 mmol kg−1-H2O in418

the Eocene at ∼37 Ma (Horita et al., 2002) and 26+2−6 and 14+2−6 mmol kg−1-H2O in the419

Cretaceous at ∼100 Ma (Timofeeff et al., 2006). These uncertainty ranges are similar420

to the assigned parameter errors for [Ca2+] and [SO2−
4 ] in our Monte Carlo simulations421

(±5 mmol kg−1, see Table 3 below) and are hence covered by our Monte Carlo error422

propagation (Section 5.3.3). Such parameter errors affect the equilibrium constants423

via x j ’s (Eq. (10)) but not the sensitivity parameters si j , which are derived taking424

into account charge balance via [Na+] adjustment (Table 2) or constant ionic strength425

(Appendix D) for each combination of the x j ’s within their relevant ranges (Fig. C.1).426

Larger errors in [Ca2+] and [SO2−
4 ] do increase the uncertainties in the reconstructed Na+427

concentration and flux based on charge balance (Fig. 2). Finally, we note that the Mg/Ca428

ratio of seawater, (Mg/Ca)sw , as derived by fluid inclusion studies based on modern429

[Ca2+] × [SO2−
4 ] is consistent with independent estimates of (Mg/Ca)sw (see Fig. 1b and430

discussion in Horita et al. (2002)). Alternatively, instead of constant [Ca2+] × [SO2−
4 ],431

perhaps one could assume that past changes in [Ca2+] were accompanied by equivalent432

changes in [SO2−
4 ] to maintain charge balance. However, this would lead to different433

(Mg/Ca)sw ratios in the past and leave changes in [Mg2+] essentially unbalanced (Fig. 1).434

435
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Figure 9.: Results of Monte Carlo simulation. Parameter variations were applied at 5 to 10 Myr time steps, see text. Each dot

represents the result of a single run at that time step. Sea surface temperature (SST) after TZ04. Salinity from GEOCARB-III was

used here for direct comparison with TZ04 but may be replaced by more recent estimates (the effect is small).

5.3.3 Monte Carlo error propagation436

In this section, we follow standard practice and assume that all errors are random437

and normally distributed (Central Limit Theorem), but note that in reality systematic438

errors are also possible. The effect of the allocated errors on the uncertainty of the439

results was determined using a Monte Carlo approach in which the entire calculation440

procedure was executed 1,000 times with randomly different errors (Fig. 9, Table 3).441

The uncertainties of the results are reported as ±2σ (twice the standard deviation of442
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1,000 results).443

For [Ca2+], [Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ] we added normally distributed errors to the data444

with standard deviation equal to half of the distance to the envelope (95% of values in a445

normal distribution are within ±2σ of the mean). Errors in [Ca2+], [Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ]446

were applied regardless of age (Table 3), after which an exponential function was fit to447

data+errors. This leads to larger variations in the fit function in the past because its448

value is fixed to the modern concentration at t = 0 Ma (Fig. 9). To account for possible449

changes in the surface-to-deep [CO2−
3 ] gradient in the past (actually ratio), we randomly450

varied the ratio f /fm , with [CO2−
3 ]s = f [CO

2−
3 ]d and indices s,d , and m refer to surface,451

deep, and modern. For details and a comprehensive discussion of the surface-to-deep452

ratio, see Appendix of TZ04. As above, errors in CCD, temperature, salinity, and453

f /fm were assumed to grow linearly with time in the past. Variations in major ion454

composition, temperature, and salinity then lead to variations in the stoichiometric455

equilibrium constants K ∗, which depend on these parameters (Fig. 9). Finally, the456

propagated uncertainty in [CO2−
3 ] from the combined errors of all parameters can be457

calculated (Fig. 9). For example, at 100 Ma, 2σ ≃ 18 µmol kg−1 and hence we estimate458

that [CO2−
3 ] was about 2.3 to 4-fold lower at 100 Ma (∼68 ± 18 µmol kg−1 for a modern459

value of 200 µmol kg−1).460

Table 3.: Assigned parameter errors (2σ) for the Monte Carlo simulation.

[Ca2+]a [Mg2+]a [SO2−
4 ]a f /fm b CCDb SSTb SSSb

mmol kg−1 mmol kg−1 mmol kg−1 − m ◦C −

5 8 5 0.2 500 2.5 1.5
aIndependent of age; bMaximum error at 100 Ma.
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5.3.4 Summary: Error propagation461

Despite relatively large assumed parameter errors, the propagated uncertainties in462

our results are moderate, suggesting that our reconstruction method is robust. However,463

the degree of accuracy to which our results reflect reality most critically depends on the464

reconstructed major ion composition of seawater, particularly [Ca2+], for which we have465

to rely on literature values (Fig. 1).466

5.4 Paleo-pH scale467

Proper pH scales commonly used for modern seawater are the total scale and468

the seawater scale, which include [HSO−4 ] (Eq. (B7)) and [HSO−4 ]+[HF] in their ionic469

medium standard state, respectively (e.g., Hansson, 1973; Dickson, 1990; Millero,470

1995; Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001). We will focus here on the total scale as the471

concentration of fluoride in seawater is small and essentially unknown in the past. The472

fact that [SO2−
4 ] was lower in the past (Fig. 1a) represents a conceptual and practical473

problem when comparing paleo-pH and modern ocean pH. For instance, envision474

two hypothetical seawater samples of modern and, e.g., Paleocene age with otherwise475

identical composition but different sulfate concentrations, say modern and half of476

modern [SO2−
4 ]. The two samples would give a different pH reading relative to a modern477

reference standard due to differences in [SO2−
4 ]. The utility of the total pH scale in478

modern seawater implicitly relies on the constancy of the major components: “Sea water479

is an ionic medium [. . .] with practically constant composition of the major constituents”480

(Hansson, 1973); “The total concentrations of conservative constituents, such as borate,481

sulfate, and fluoride, can be estimated from salinity” (Dickson et al., 2007). None of the482

above, of course, holds for paleo-seawater over time scales of millions of years. Hence483

labeling reconstructed pH values “pHT ” (e.g., derived from Cenozoic δ11B), where the484

subscript T refers to the modern concept of the total pH scale makes little sense in light485
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of sulfate changes and should be avoided.486

To illustrate the effect of [SO2−
4 ] on [H+], consider Eq. (B7) and Fig. B.3. The ratio487

of free to total hydrogen ion concentration may be estimated from:488

[H+]F /[H+]T ≃ 1/(1 + [SO2−
4 ]/0.1) . (11)

For further illustration, assume [H+]T to be constant. Then at half of modern [SO2−
4 ],489

Eq. (11) would give a ∼12% higher free hydrogen ion concentration, or a ∼0.05 units lower490

pHF , relative to modern [SO2−
4 ]. While this example is oversimplified compared to actual491

past seawater changes, it illustrates the effect of [SO2−
4 ] on pH, which, in turn affects492

speciation, including the [B(OH)3]/[B(OH)−4 ] fraction, a primary control on their 11B/10B493

ratio, which is critical for the pH proxy. As a result, changes in [SO2−
4 ] by themselves494

would affect pH reconstructions, even if all other conditions were the same. The bottom495

line is that the change in past [SO2−
4 ] (Fig. 1a) represents a conceptual and practical496

problem for determining paleo-seawater pH. The issue should be worked out properly497

for, e.g., δ11B-derived pH but is beyond the scope of this paper.498

6 Conclusions499

In this study, we have presented new reconstructions of past ocean carbonate500

chemistry and atmospheric CO2 based on recent data and revised calculations. We also501

provide simple corrections for past equilibrium constants, supported by experimental502

data and well-suited for numerical models and observational studies on multi-million503

year time scales. Our updated result for just the seawater carbonate ion concentration504

(∼2.3 to 4-fold lower 100 Myr ago) is similar to our earlier work (Tyrrell and Zeebe,505

2004). This holds despite higher [Ca2+] from fluid inclusions >50 Ma (compared506

to TZ04), new chemistry routines, incorporation of [SO2−
4 ] effects , alternative CCD507

records, and extensive parameter variations, which suggests that our core approach508

is robust. However, all revised reconstructions using new alkenone and boron data509
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now suggest similar to modern long-term ocean inventories of DIC and TA over the510

Cenozoic. This result contrasts with one of our earlier scenarios, which featured high511

Paleocene-Eocene DIC/TA inventories and was based on a now outdated boron record.512

Overall, our estimated long-term trends in CO2 system parameters across the Cenozoic513

appear consistent, regardless of whether we combine our carbonate ion concentration514

with alkenone-derived pCO2 or boron-derived pH. Our error analysis shows that despite515

relatively large assumed parameter errors, the propagated uncertainties in our results516

are moderate, lending confidence to our reconstruction method. However, the degree of517

accuracy to which our results reflect reality depends primarily on the fidelity of proxies518

for past major ion concentrations in seawater, particularly [Ca2+], which is independent519

of our work (Fig. 1). Finally, we have identified changes in past seawater sulfate as a520

conceptual and practical problem for determining paleo-seawater pH, which should be521

sorted out properly for the boron-pH proxy.522
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(I = 0.7). Black line (MS82 SW): seawater (Millero and Schreiber,

1982). Parameters for other components are from He and Morse (1993).

Appendix A: aH2O and γCO2531

Changes in the activity of water (aH2O) and the activity coefficient of dissolved CO2 (γCO2)532

for solution compositions as reconstructed here are small. Moreover, for our approach only K ∗533

ratios (past/modern) matter, hence the effect on the K ∗1 ratio (see Eqs. (7) and (10)) is minor.534

The activity of water in seawater was estimated as a function of ionic strength, or salinity S535

(Millero and Leung, 1976; Lund et al., 2003):536

aH2O = 1 − 5.0901×10−4 S − 6.9567×10−7 S 2 . (A1)

For example, a salinity change from 35 to 33 (I from 0.72 to 0.68) would give a aH2O ratio of537

1.001.538

The CO2 activity coefficient (γCO2) for solutions of various seawater salts may described by:539

log γCO2 = k I , (A2)

where k > 0 (so-called salting out) depends on the type of salt. For the major seawater540

components, variations in k are moderate and have a minor effect on the ratio γCO2/γ
0
CO2

for541

γ0CO2
= γCO2 (I = 0.7) (Fig. A.1). Hence we used Eq. (A2) and adopted k = 0.0946 from the542

original IPM to calculate γCO2 (Millero and Schreiber, 1982).543

Appendix B: [Ca2+], [Mg2+], [SO2−
4 ] Effects on K ∗’s: Data544

B.1 [Ca2+]545

Calcium ions in seawater directly interact with major ions such as sulfate, as well as the546

dissolved carbonate species, including HCO−3 and CO2−
3 . Hence changes in the seawater calcium547
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Figure B.1.: Measured (symbols) changes in (a) apparent K ′1 and (b) K ′1K
′
2 as a function of [Ca2+] in NaCl solutions and artificial

seawater (ASW) both at constant ionic strength via adjusting [NaCl] at 25◦C (Pytkowicz and Hawley, 1974; Rushdi and Chen-Tung,

1995). Lines were calculated for PH74’s NaCl solutions using their k , γCO2
, and aH2O, and an ion-pairing model based on Millero

and Schreiber (1982). Note that changing γF
CO2−

3

from 0.2 to 0.3 has virtually no effect on our final results (see Section 5.3).

concentration affect the activity of these ions and therefore the stoichiometric equilibrium548

constants. For example, with rising [Ca2+], the concentration of, e.g., CaHCO+3 rises, reducing549

γHCO−3
. As a result, K ∗1 should increase with [Ca2+] (see Eq. (7)). Importantly, this K ∗1 -[Ca

2+]550

relationship is confirmed by actual data (Fig. B.1) and is independent of any assumptions about551

activity coefficients (Eq. (7)), or the stability of CaHCO+3 , or any other assumptions about ionic552

interactions.553

Pytkowicz and Hawley (1974) and Rushdi and Chen-Tung (1995) (PH74 and RC95 for short)554

determined changes in apparent dissociation constants such as K ′1 (Fig. B.1):555

K ′1 =
aH [HCO−3 ]

[CO2]
, (B3)

where aH is the hydrogen ion activity defined in the NBS buffer scale (Mehrbach et al., 1973).556

Substituting activity coefficients as above and using aH = k {H+}, yields:557

K ′1 = K1 k
γCO2

γHCO−3

aH2O , (B4)

where k is a correction resulting from pH measurements in concentrated solutions (Hawley and558

Pytkowicz, 1973). Eq. (B4) is equivalent to PH74’s Eq. (1) and shows that ratios of K ′1, say at559

different [Ca2+], do not depend on γH+ , whereas ratios of K
∗
1 do (see Eq. (7)). If the solution is560

sulfate- and fluoride-free (as in PH74), γH+ should be essentially constant (see also Section B.3)561

and hence ratios of K ′1 and K ∗1 should be the same (cf. Eqs. (B4) and (7)). However, RC95’s562

artificial seawater (ASW) contained sulfate and fluoride (Kester et al., 1967). Thus, an increase563
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in their ASW [Ca2+] would slightly lower free [SO2−
4 ] via Ca2+-SO2−

4 interactions and hence564

increase free [H+] and γH+ (see Section B.3). As a result, the increase in K ∗1 with [Ca2+] in ASW565

should be smaller than shown in Fig. B.1, which shows RC95’s reported changes in apparent K ′1.566

PH74 and RC95 experimentally determined K ′1 and K ′1K
′
2 = k

2K1K2γCO2
/γCO2−

3
, which567

both increase with [Ca2+] (Fig. B.1). The experimental trends are roughly captured by MS82’s568

ion paring model (IPM, see note Section 3.1 though). However, with standard parameters, the569

IPM underestimates K ′1 and overestimates absolute K ′1K
′
2 values. This is not critical because our570

K ∗ corrections (see below) are based on trends, not absolute values. Nevertheless, one could571

attempt to reduce the data-model mismatch by changing model parameters such as the model’s572

free activity coefficient of HCO−3 (γFHCO−3
) in NaCl solutions from ∼0.67 to ∼0.65 and CO2−

3573

(γF
CO2−

3
) from 0.2 to 0.3 (Fig. B.1). However, such changes in, e.g., γF

CO2−
3

have virtually no effect574

on our final results (see Section 5.3).575

While we do not recommend such parameter changes (for one, the IPM was designed for576

full seawater, not simplified solutions such as in PH74), one can ask if the γF
CO2−

3
value of 0.3, for577

instance, would be within a range of values obtained from PH74’s analysis. From PH74’s data one578

may estimate γF
CO2−

3
from γF

CO2−
3
= k2 K1 K2/K ′′1 K

′′
2 , where k = 1.134 and K ′′1 K

′′
2 = 0.4866×10−16579

were both determined experimentally (Hawley and Pytkowicz, 1973; Hawley, 1973). Using values580

for K1 and K2 at 25◦C (Harned and Davis, 1943; Harned and Scholes, 1941), gives γF
CO2−

3
≃ 0.55581

in NaCl solutions at I = 0.72. This is significantly higher than estimates for γF
CO2−

3
in seawater582

at similar ionic strength and points to some inconsistency in PH74’s data and/or analysis. One583

possibility (speculation) is that PH74’s analysis underestimated K ′′1 K
′′
2 and overestimated the584

stoichiometric association constant of NaCO−3 (Butler and Huston, 1970; Millero and Schreiber,585

1982; Millero and Thurmond, 1983). The above merely illustrates some of the uncertainties586

involved in both models and data of even seemingly simple NaCl-Ca2+-HCO−3 solutions. Note587

that seawater solutions are substantially more complex and that changing parameters to fit one588

particular data set may cause inconsistencies with another (e.g., for γCO2−
3
, see Section B.4).589

B.2 [Mg2+]590

Similar to Ca2+, Mg2+ interacts with various ions in seawater, including HCO−3 and CO2−
3591

and reduces their activity, which should increase stoichiometric (or apparent) constants with592

rising [Mg2+] (see Eqs. (7)-9)). This behavior is confirmed by experimental studies in both593

NaCl solutions and ASW (Fig. B.2). The steeper slope indicated by Millero and Thurmond594

(1983)’s data (K ∗’s) is likely due to the varying ionic strength of their Na-Mg-Cl solutions, which595

increased along with [Mg2+](I = [0.56 1.11]). Again, the IPM (Millero and Schreiber, 1982)596
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Figure B.2.: Measured (symbols) changes in (a) apparent K ′1 and (b) K ′1K
′
2 as a function of [Mg2+] in NaCl solutions and artificial

seawater (ASW) both at constant ionic strength via adjusting [NaCl] at 25◦C (Pytkowicz and Hawley, 1974; Rushdi and Chen-Tung,

1995). The ionic strength of Millero and Thurmond (1983)’s Na-Mg-Cl solutions (triangles) increased along with [Mg2+], I = [0.56 1.11]

(higher I ’s not shown). Lines were calculated for PH74’s NaCl solutions using an ion-pairing model based on Millero and Schreiber

(1982). Note that Pytkowicz and Hawley (1974)’s and Rushdi and Chen-Tung (1995)’s data shown are for NaCl solutions without Ca2+

and ASW with Ca2+ (∼9.7 mmol kg−1), respectively. Note that changing γF
CO2−

3

from 0.2 to 0.3 has virtually no effect on our final

results (see Section 5.3).

reproduces the values and trend for K ′1 reasonably well but overestimates K ′1K
′
2 (see discussion597

above). Importantly, the details of Mg-effects on dissociation constants for concentrations higher598

than modern ([Mg2+] > 53 mmol kg−1) are not critical for the present study because seawater599

[Mg2+] was likely lower than modern during much of the last 100 Myr (see Section 2).600

Relevant data on K ∗1 and K ∗2 were also provided by He and Morse (1993). Unfortunately,601

measurements including changes in [Ca2+], [Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ] were conducted at different602

I ’s and at 0, 50, 75, and 90◦C but not at 25◦C. In addition, possible interpolation to 25◦C is603

hindered by the fact that some of the data appear inconsistent. For example, the value for pK ∗1604

at mSO2−
4
= 1 mmol kg−1 and 50◦C seems significantly too low compared to other temperatures605

(see their Table 2).606

B.3 [SO2−
4 ]607

In seawater, SO2−
4 interacts with Mg2+, Ca2+, Na+, etc. In addition, a significant fraction of608

hydrogen ion is bound to sulfate in the form of bisulfate ion:609

HSO−4 ⇌ H+ + SO2−
4 , (B5)

with dissociation constant610

K ′HSO−4
=
[H+]F [SO2−

4 ]

[HSO−4 ]
. (B6)
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Note that K ′HSO−4
is given in terms of the free (not total) hydrogen ion concentration; hence the611

prime instead of an asterisk. Thus, changes in total seawater sulfate, ST = [SO2−
4 ] + [HSO−4 ],612

cause changes in the free concentration of hydrogen ions. In fact, the bisulfate dissociation in613

seawater (Eq. (B5)) represents the very basis for the total pH scale in seawater, where the total614

hydrogen ion concentration is given by (e.g., Hansson, 1973; Dickson, 1990):615

[H+]T = [H+]F + [HSO−4 ] = [H+]F (1 + ST /K ′HSO−4
) . (B7)

The effect of sulfate on, e.g., K ∗1 and K ∗2 may be illustrated by means of Eqs. (7) and (8). Assume616

for the moment that the activities of CO2, HCO−3 , and CO2−
3 remain constant. Then an increase617

in ST would reduce [H+]F (Eq. (B5)) and hence γH+ . As a result, K ∗1 and K ∗2 would increase with618

the total sulfate concentration in seawater (Eqs. (7) and (8)). It turns out that changes in sulfate619

have a minor effect on the overall activities of CO2, HCO−3 , and CO2−
3 , which do not directly620

interact with SO2−
4 (though the direct effect on Ca2+ and hence calcite solubility is significant,621

see Fig. 3). Thus, given a value for K ′HSO−4
, the effect of changing total seawater sulfate on K ∗1622

and K ∗2 may be estimated.623

Data for K ′HSO−4
have been obtained from galvanic cell measurements from which also the624

ratio γTH+/γ
F
H+ as a function of ST can be calculated (e.g., Khoo et al., 1977; Dickson, 1990)625

(Fig. B.3). For example, Khoo et al. (1977) determined HCl activity coefficients in ASW with and626

without sulfate. Rearranging their Eq. (3) yields an expression for the mean activity coefficient627
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of HCl, γ±(HCl), which can be evaluated using the data given in their Tables I and IV. The ratio628

γTH+/γ
F
H+ at different ST may then be estimated using the rule γ± = (γ+ γ−)1/2 (Robinson and629

Stokes, 1959):630

γTH+/γ
F
H+ = γ

′2
± (HCl)/γ2±(HCl) (B8)

where primed and unprimed γ’s refer to a given ST and ST = 0 (ASW with and without SO2−
4 ),631

respectively. Note that SO2−
4 effects on γCl− should be small and hence γCl− and γ

′
Cl− cancel.632

For Khoo et al. (1977)’s experimental conditions, Eq. (B8) indicates a ∼25% drop in633

γTH+/γ
F
H+ = [H+]F /[H+]T as ST rises from 0 mmol kg−1 to seawater values of ∼28 mmol kg−1 (ST634

scaled linearly with salinity S ) (Fig. B.3). A similar trend is obtained for [H+]F /[H+]T ratios635

estimated from Eq. (B7) with a constant K ′HSO−4
= 0.1 taken from Dickson (1990) (Fig. B.3). The636

latter graph is shown merely to visualize Eq. (B7), which uses ST and is plotted for constant637

K ′HSO−4
. Eq. (B7) is not supposed to fit Khoo et al. (1977)’s data which were obtained at low pH638

(requiring consideration of [SO2−
4 ] instead of ST ) and varying salinity/ionic strength (I ). Rather,639

the data should fit the expression [H+]F = [H+]T /(1 + [SO2−
4 ]/K ′HSO−4

), where K ′HSO−4
varies with640

I . Using K ′HSO−4
from Khoo et al. (1977), this is indeed the case (Fig. B.3) and is unsurprising641

because K ′HSO−4
was actually derived by a data fit of a similar kind (Khoo et al., 1977). In642

summary, the free hydrogen ion concentration decreases, and hence K ∗1 and K ∗2 increase, with643

the total sulfate concentration in seawater (Eqs. (7) and (8)).644

The magnitude of the predicted change in K ∗1 and K ∗2 with sulfate depends on K ′HSO−4
in645

seawater, which is challenging to determine analytically. At Tc = 25◦C and S = 35, Dickson646

(1990)’s value is ∼20% higher than that given by Khoo et al. (1977) (Fig. B.4). In his approach,647
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Dickson included estimates of changes in γH+ with [HCl]; Khoo et al. (1977) did not. Furthermore,648

Dickson’s values >25◦C are in close agreement with values based on a recent re-evaluation of649

existing data for K ′HSO−4
(Waters and Millero, 2013; Waters et al., 2014). Hence, in this study we650

use K ′HSO−4
= 0.1 at Tc = 25◦C and S = 35 (Dickson, 1990). Importantly, this implies a weaker651

association constant βHSO−4
= 1/K ′HSO−4

for HSO−4 (see Eq. (B6)) than suggested by Khoo et al.652

(1977).653

B.4 Calcite solubility654

It appears that few experimental studies have systematically examined the effect of [Mg2+]655

and [Ca2+] on the solubility product of calcite, K ∗spc (Eq. (6)). Mucci and Morse (1984) varied656

[Mg2+] in ASW up to about double the modern value at constant I (Fig. B.5). Calcium was657

kept close to modern values at ∼10-12 mmol kg−1 except for one run with half of modern [Ca2+]658

(labeled 0.5×[Ca]). As expected from Mg2+-CO2−
3 interactions and Eq. (9), K ∗spc increases with659

[Mg2+]. A comparable trend was found by Rushdi et al. (1998) in similar manipulations of660

ASW (Fig. B.5). The IPM (Millero and Schreiber, 1982) overestimates K ∗spc at higher [Mg2+] by661

∼10-20%. Note that if this mismatch was entirely attributed to model γCO2−
3
, then the inferred662

error would be much smaller than the inferred error in γCO2−
3
based on K ′1K

′
2 (discussed above).663

Regarding uncertainties in the experimental results, it is important that both [Ca2+] and664

[CO2−
3 ] are required to determine K ∗spc. While Mucci and Morse (1984) measured [Ca2+] directly665

by titration, [CO2−
3 ] was derived from carbonate alkalinity, pH, and K ′2, where K

′
2 was actually666
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estimated based on ion pairing equations of Millero and Schreiber (1982). Rushdi et al. (1998)667

also involved K ′2 to calculate [CO2−
3 ] but it is not obvious from their description what values they668

used for K ′2. The K
∗
spc values of those studies are thus not ‘true’ experimental values because669

they partly rely on theoretical estimates of K ′2 in ASW of varying compositions to derive [CO2−
3 ].670

Hence, in addition to measurement uncertainties, the K ∗spc values from experiments in ASW671

shown in Fig. B.5 are also subject to errors in K ′2 and [CO2−
3 ] estimates.672

Additional calcite solubility studies are available in the literature, including He and Morse673

(1993) who stated that calcite solubility in three synthetic brines was measured and referred674

to mCO2−
3

as analytical data but no details were given and no values for K ∗spc and mCO2−
3

were675

listed. Gledhill and Morse (2006) reported calcite solubility in Na-Ca-Mg-Cl brines up to I ≃ 4.5.676

However, I varied substantially, the carbonate ion concentration was calculated using a Pitzer677

model, and most low-I data had very similar Mg2+ and Ca2+ concentrations, which is unhelpful678

for the current problem. Wolf et al. (1989) studied calcite solubility in different electrolytes,679

yet only Pitzer-calculated K ∗spc values were provided for NaCl solutions. We are not aware of a680

study that systematically varied [Ca2+] at constant ionic strength and provided measured values681

for K ∗spc. Note that Ca2+ directly affects K ∗spc through its activity coefficient (see Eq. (9)) and682

indirectly via interactions with CO2−
3 .683

Mucci et al. (1989) provided a K ∗spc value for sulfate-free ASW (labeled 0×[SO4], Fig. B.5).684

However, experiments were only conducted at 25◦C and K ′2 was again estimated based on an685

ion pairing model. Several industrial/engineering studies are also available on calcite solubility686

in mixed electrolytes including SO2−
4 (e.g., Chong and Sheikholeslami, 2001; Shi et al., 2013; Dai687

et al., 2017). However, these studies calculated [CO2−
3 ] using thermodynamic constants or Pitzer688

equations, were restricted to 60-80◦C (Chong and Sheikholeslami, 2001), or to a single high689

NaCl background concentration >4 M (Shi et al., 2013; Dai et al., 2017).690

Appendix C: K ∗ Ratios691

The K ∗ ratios calculated with the IPM are very nearly linear as a function of [Ca2+], [Mg2+],692

and [SO2−
4 ] (x j ’s), even when the x j ’s are varied in combination (illustrated for K ∗1 in Fig. C.1).693

Hence over the relevant x j range for reconstructions over the past 100 Myr (Section 2), the full694

IPM results and the linear approximation (Eq. (10)) are essentially indistinguishable (planes are695

nearly flat, Fig. C.1). Differences are only discernible at low [SO2−
4 ], where two separate planes696

are visible. The root mean square errors of the linear approach for K ∗1 , K
∗
2 , and K

∗
spc relative to697

the IPM results are about 0.5%, 2%, and 1%, much smaller than the accuracy required here. The698
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Figure C.1.: K ∗1 ratio (relative to modern) calculated with the IPM (Millero and Schreiber, 1982) and the linear approximation

(Eq. (10)). The results are virtually indistinguishable, except at low [SO2−
4 ], where two separate planes are barely visible.

largest error occurs for K ∗2 at low [SO2−
4 ] and both high [Ca2+] and [Mg2+] (not shown). However,699

this is of minor importance for the present study because [Ca2+] and [Mg2+] are inversely700

correlated over much of the past 100 Myr (Section 2).701

Appendix D: Sensitivity Parameters for I = const.702

Table D1.: Sensitivity parameters si j × 103 (dimensionless) for Eq. (10) at constant ionic strength via NaCl adjustment.

K ∗1 K ∗2 K ∗spc

Ca2+ 6 156 171
Mg2+ 22 415 471
SO2−

4 203 162 22

Appendix E: CCD variations and Ω703

Our surface [CO2−
3 ] is calculated from Eq. (1):704

[CO2−
3 ] = Ω · K ∗sp/[Ca2+] , (E9)

which includes the direct effect of past changes in [Ca2+], and T , S , [Ca2+], [Mg2+], and [SO2−
4 ]705

via K ∗sp on [CO2−
3 ]. In addition, whole/deep-ocean saturation has varied somewhat in the past for706
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which we apply a correction (β) based on CCD records (Tyrrell and Zeebe, 2004), i.e., Ω = β Ωm707

(m = modern). Note that Ω in the ocean at any z and at a given time t and [Ca2+] is a function708

of [CO2−
3 ] but not of [Ca2+] (homogeneous), because:709

Ω = ([CO2−
3 ] [Ca2+])/([CO2−

3 ]sat[Ca
2+]sat) = [CO2−

3 ]/[CO2−
3 ]sat . (E10)

The depth profile of the critical (saturation) [CO2−
3 ]sat, say modern, is given by:710

c = a exp[b (z − z0)] , (E11)

where a, b, z0 are constants (Jansen et al., 2002). The crossover of in situ and saturation [CO2−
3 ]711

determines the depth of the saturation horizon zsh . Specifically, consider Eq. (E11) being applied712

twice, once for c = csh at zsh (at an initial [CO2−
3 ]), and once for c = c ′sh at a new z ′sh and a713

new [CO2−
3 ] (with [Ca2+] the same in both). Then c ′sh/csh provides a ratio relating changes in714

saturation to saturation depth (from Eq. (E11)):715

c ′sh/csh = exp[b (z ′sh − zsh )] . (E12)

For a given CCD (zcc ) at time t , the saturation horizon is zsh = zcc − ∆z , hence:716

c ′sh/csh = exp[b (z ′cc − zcc )] , (E13)

assuming that ∆z does not vary with [CO2−
3 ] (all else being equal). Importantly, it is immaterial717

here whether ∆z has varied in the past because it cancels out. For past conditions (subscript p),718

we can write:719

(c ′sh/csh )p = exp[bp (z ′cc − zcc )p ] , (E14)

i.e., the same relationship, except for bp , which, however, only varies slightly. Between modern720

and, say, Eocene conditions (including a 10 K temperature rise), b changes by only ∼13%. Also,721

variations in b have a small effect on our results. Thus, we correct (scale) our surface Ω with the722

corresponding deep ratio based on the CCD record over time (zcc (t )) by:723

β = exp{b [zcc (t ) − zcc (0)]} (E15)

and quantify the sensitivity to changes in the surface-to-deep ratio by varying f /fm (see724

Section 5.3.3 and Tyrrell and Zeebe (2004)).725
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